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CoinFest event to be held at the SENSI LAB ABERDEEN FREETOWN, WESTERN AREA.
CoinFest is a fun, educational event meant to familiarize people around the world with Bitcoin, a
secure, digital currency that can be transferred electronically. It will be held concurrently in
various countries, with presentations being made by leaders in the global bitcoin community,
primarily through video-conferencing.
Successful events have been organized in the past in 30 different cities and countries in the
world. The members of Sierra Leone Liberty Group (SLLG) are pleased to offer this one-day
program now in Freetown City, with participants from cities in Ghana, Botswana also taking part.
The main aim of this one day event is to educate the people in Sierra Leone about the fastest
and simplest peer-to-peer digital money transfer, free from government interference or control
by others.
Mustapha Cole, co-founder of the SLLG, has received a certificate in Bitcoin Education through
the Dream Bitcoin Foundation at the Kumasi Polyphonic University in Kumasi, Ghana and will
share his knowledge. Other presenters will include Ronny Boesing, the CEO of OpenLedger
platform, the main sponsor of the event, Leon Gerard Vandenberg, CEO of Fuzo company, cosponsor, Timothy G.Curry, Founder and CEO of EzeecoinAccess.com, Patrick Dugan, Board
Member of Liquid Ops at Omni Foundation and Bond, Allan Demarest, a Bitcoin investor and
co-founder BitLeone.com, Kumar Gaurav, Founder & CEO at Cashaa and a blockchain
speaker, and Adella Toulon-Forester, a legal professional, blockchain/bitcoin/crypto Advocate.
There is a great potential for the people of Sierra Leone to take control of their money and
become their own banks. As long as you have a smart phone, or even simple phones like Nokia
and laptop you can set up your account and control your money for yourself, using merchant
and mobile money remittance platforms such as Splash Mobile Money.
Sierra Leone Liberty Group used this same digital peer to peer money transfer system to
receive donations for fighting the Ebola outbreak, purchasing foods for victims with the
donations. Bitcoin is here in Sierra Leone, and peer to peer money transaction will soon be a
convenient and secure way to make transactions without a bank.
This event is food for thought for all Sierra Leoneans to look into a better future. Guest speakers
will talk about liberty, entrepreneurship, prosperity, bitcoin knowledge, and farming knowledge
and you can ask different question about the bitcoin community and how to address National
problem.
For more information, please visit www.www.sllg.info
We look forward to seeing you at our first ever coinfest event on April 9th/4/2017!

